
  
 “A Good Behavior Is One Click Away” 

 

Clicker Training 
 

Clicker Training : Is an easy new way to teach good manners and cute tricks, even if 
you have no experience training. A clear positive form of communication, combined with 
positive reinforcement, is a safe, effective, fast and humane way to teach good dog or 
cat behaviors. The desirable behavior is marked by using a “clicker,” a mechanical 
device that makes a short “click” sound.  The clicker tells the dog or cat exactly when he 
or she is doing the right thing.  
 
Benefits : It is fun for the adopter and the dog or cat. It is so simple that even children 
can become great clicker trainers. It builds the pet’s trust and confidence, resulting in a 
pet that behaves well and enjoys learning. Clicker training is remarkably fast, pet 
friendly, and never involves punishment or force. The use of treats, toys, play, affection 
and praise will motivate and reward the pet. Due to the clear communication clickers 
allow, the entire family is able to enjoy the pet more quickly because it strengthens 
communication and bonding. All pets thrive from the mental stimulation they gain from 
clicker training. In the end, the pet will have improved behavior because it will have 
confidence and motivation and will not fear punishment for trying and failing to perform 
the correct behavior. 
 
Origin of Clicker Training : Clicker training is based on operant conditioning and was 
popularized by a scientist named Karen Pryor, a marine mammal trainer. She 
popularized the technique, the term clicker training and brought it to the world of dogs 
and cats. 
 
Clicking is Every Where :  Clicker training is used by pet owners, dog trainers, 
behaviorist, shelters, and rescue groups and in many other areas of the animal world. 
 
It will work for your pet:  This all positive training will work with any pet, of any age 
(young and senior), and any breed.  Not only will it help to entertain your pet, it will also 
help whisk away annoying habits. 

 
Our Dogs Have Already Begun Their Clicker Training 

 
How to Get Started: Charging the clicker- Click the clicker once (secondary reinforcer) 
and give the dog a very small piece of treat (primary reinforcer). Keep doing this until 
you are confident the dog has made the association between the click and the treat. 
Now you are ready to use the clicker as a tool for training and will no longer need to 
charge to the clicker. Click for sitting instead of jumping, coming to you when called, 
when the leash is loose (to reduce pulling). When the pet has learned what to do you 
can fade out the clicker and treats and use petting and praise instead. 
 

Ask About Our Pet-U Beginner Obedience Class Where Clickers Are Used! 
 

Please contact our behavior department with any questions at 904.725.8766, x227.  


